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We, at PFC International, spend much time deliberating the 
imbalance between the emphasis businesses place on profits and 
success. We have learned to trust the belief that our global presence 
is the perfect standpoint for our clients. With such multi-faceted 
intel, we can help support pliancy through our human capital 
and motivate business progression through strategies that act as 
powerful sources of improvement, innovation, and achievement.

We know how to challenge mediocrity in the business world and 
play a pivotal role in emphasizing growth for our clientele.

WHAT WOULD 
HAPPEN IF WE 
CONTEMPLATED
EMPHASIZING 
GROWTH?

Company Profile / Intro
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There is no doubt that digitalization, consumer behavior 
changes, the fusion of work and home life, quality of 
life, and health awareness significantly impact business 
performance. As a businessman myself, progress is 
ongoing; our ideas are as profound as the strategies 
implemented to achieve them.  

PFC has become part of my DNA, and my ambitions 
are limitless. As a result, I have made sure that our role 
as a business entity goes beyond delivering proficient 
services. After years of cultivation, our teams strive 
to reach responsible behavior while practicing and 
promoting ethical practices, honesty, and integrity. By 
doing so, our teams cultivate a positive work environment 
while simultaneously consolidating our stakeholder 
relationships, very much reflecting the multi-faceted 
objectives I foresaw when establishing this company. 

In short, we are more than just a business consultancy 
firm. We are informed, dependable, prompt, and above 
all, ready. 

I am proud of PFC’s entity, and I welcome you to my world 
of business innovation.

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to PFC. 

For years, we have built this company upon the principle 
of emphasizing growth. Since PFC’s establishment, this 
mantra continues to underpin all efforts and has steadily 
improved our functions throughout the years. 

As times have evolved, so too has business thinking. 
Appropriately, PFC is now a vehicle for cultural innovation, 
breaking through trends, market changes, changing 
economics, and more. Our preparedness is ahead of time, 
and we focus on providing services like no other; with 
integrity, professionalism, dedication, perseverance, and 
ongoing momentum. 

I am proud of PFC and promise to ensure that each of our 
global offices embraces a modern mindset that focuses 
on shaping a better future for businesses, ensuring they 
leave a mark wherever they may be in the world. Walid Geagea 

Co-Founder & Managing Partner 
Jihad Geagea 
Co-Founder and CEO 

Company Profile / Intro
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Welcome to PFC International. Our journey has been a 
mix of exhilarating, exciting, multinational, eye-opening, 
but most of all, triumphant. 

With a strong background in marketing, business growth 
is an innate passion of mine, and I am honored to share 
this passion daily with PFC. 

We have been fortunate enough to work with partners 
across the globe who share a common objective to 
succeed and have allowed us to be a part of their business 
growth.    

We have shared milestones with our partners, most 
of which now operate across borders. As a result, PFC 
International earned a valuable reputation that I am 
incredibly proud to be a part of. 

My aim is, and always has been, to work in the best 
interest of our clients. We pledge to advance and evolve 
with the times and continue to exceed every business 
expectation; of ourselves and our clients.

I look forward to achieving extraordinary milestones 
with you. 

As a businessman, competitive realities are something I 
pay close attention to, especially in recent years. 

At PFC, we firmly believe that the critical importance 
we place on competitive manner has become a strong 
common denominator among our client’s long-term 
success and survival. 

Decoding the uncertain and unpredictable nature of 
business growth has become a passion of mine. I set off 
to create unique, tailored solutions for Qatar’s businesses 
and enterprises worldwide, introducing effective 
strategies that can prove compliance with legislation 
while simultaneously achieving success. 

You can be confident that choosing PFC International 
promises a team of savvy professionals who share our 
clients’ objectives without losing their competitive 
footing. 

Let us be a part of your business growth. 

Mohammed Hassan Al-Hamadi 
Managing Partner 

Rony Chiha
Managing Partner 

Company Profile / Intro
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01WELCOME 
TO PFC 

01

Established in 2009, PFC is built upon a simple concept—a trustworthy company offering 
premium business consultancy services to various industries. 

With hard work and ethics placed at our core, we have adapted to modern times and have 
shifted our focus accordingly so that our business can best support yours. 

From humble beginnings in Beirut, Lebanon, PFC has grown to become an empire of 
consultancy offices pinpointed worldwide. Now a powerhouse of human ingenuity, our 
founders Jihad Geagea and Walid Geagea have invested much talent to foster our clients› 
growth by employing an extensive team of service professionals. Serving both individual 
investors and organizations across multiple sectors, we thrive in network connections 
and partnerships in Lebanon, Qatar, Kuwait, UAE, and Australia. With many European 
countries in the pipeline, PFC sees no stopping in terms of company growth. 
With dozens of employees and multiple offices scattered across the globe, our success 
is a testament to our ‹work smart approach. Driven by passion and commitment, our 
incredible staff help create momentum for establishing multinational partnerships and 
increasing our success portfolio. 

PFC understands your needs and places significant focus on how, when, and why we 
spend our efforts emphasizing growth. 

Welcome to the world of PFC. 

Company Profile / Welcome to PFC
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Started
in Beirut

Journey to Global 
Expansion 2016: 

PFC in Qatar,  
KSA & UAE

Strengthening 
Partnerships 2017: 

Strategic Partnership 
Established with Thomson 

Reuters Accelerate SME

Founded 
in 2009

Servicing a Multiplex 
of Industries 40+ 
Industry Sectors

Expert Team
35+ & Still 
Growing 

Journey to Global 
Expansion 2019: 

PFC in Kuwait

Journey to Global 
Expansion 2020:
PFC in Australia

Company Profile / Welcome to PFC

QatarLebanon Australia UAE KSA Kuwait

PFC INTERNATIONAL

Local insight with global experience 
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Our mission is to provide valuable 
insights and strategic guidance 
to all partners, enabling untapped 
potential.

MISSION 
// TODAY

We aim to be international catalysts 
of business success through dynamic, 
innovative, and progressive thinking.

VISION 
// TOMORROW

Company Profile / Welcome to PFC
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CONNECTING
WORLDS

PFC’s global presence paves the way for case studies 
to be equipped for tomorrow, today. We’re here to 
help you build resilience through our human capital 
and motivate business success through strategies 
that promise data-driven outcomes.

Together, we aim to drive innovative thinking in 
a world where progress moves faster than time 
and ensure our knowledge, expertise, strategy, 
and advisory are synonymous with your business’ 
success.

Company Profile / Welcome to PFC
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02
OUR
PEOPLE

Company Profile / Our people

02

The brand that businesses choose to collaborate with when they look 
to succeed. 

At PFC, we believe that our insights and quality services are what has built trust in 
our name and have titled us as catalysts of business performance. Our confidence 
in understanding capital markets and international economies play a critical role in 
building businesses for our clientele and our global communities at large. With every 
stakeholder in mind, we bring together leaders to deliver hypotheses and ensure your 
story is told to your audience. We learn, understand, and distill key insights so that 
wherever you are, whoever you are, success is unlocked, and adversity is overcome. 

When you choose to work with PFC, best be sure that your unique success path is 
on its way. 

Built on the promise of shared success

Redefining 
Business
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At PFC, we aim to build a positive environment for our team so that our mission 
to pioneer the consultancy industry begins right in the heart of our day-to-
day actions. With a team full of people who are as good as what they do, our 
advantage lies in that we specialize in this both professionally and personally, 
meaning there is no escaping great experiences when engaging with one of us.

Business people with intention 

PFC staff are the cornerstone of our company, whose expertise allows for dynamic 
solutions to be presented to our clients, providing high quality, problem-solving 
and efficient service. What is true of PFC is that, despite our global presence, 
our teams work together across the globe and genuinely care. We care about 
every collaboration, every conversation, every idea, and, more importantly, we 
care deeply about the impact we have on people, organizations, clients, and 
communities at large. 

As a team, we are not shy. We impose a great deal of ourselves into our services, 
believing this is key to optimal momentum and professionalism. Trust flows 
between us, our clients, and our society, and innovative thinking is brought to life. 

The people who 
focus on the people

Company Profile / Our people
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03
OUR
SERVICES

PFC possesses an in-depth knowledge of many sectors that make us the right 
choice for clients who wish to capitalize on their opportunities, irrespective of 
the nature of their business or phase. Through careful assessment, review, and 
evaluation, we can help enterprises manage responsible growth and keep them 
informed to meet all stakeholders needs.  
 
Our professionals offer skilled, data-based, and informed recommendations to 
help a wide range of needs. We endeavor to improve key business functions and 
promise to prove that sustainable success is not only an outcome but a process. 
Our leading capabilities span over 40 industries offering services powered by 
people who know how to create and share value and success with our clients. 
 
It’s time we work for your success

03

Join us in the 
pursuit of excellence

Company Profile / Our services
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Company Profile / Our services

FINANCIAL 
SERVICES

Business Valuation
Credit & Financial 
Advisory
Part-Time CFO
Accounting Services

AUDIT & LEGAL 
SERVICES

Administrative 
& Legal Procedures
Legal Advisory
Audit & Taxation
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BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT 
SERVICES 

Market Study
Sales Consultancy
Export Consultancy
Overseas Representation
Global Strategic 
Partnerships

Company Profile / Our services

MANAGEMENT 
CONSULTANCY

Organizational 
Restructuring
HR Consultancy
Franchise Consultancy
IT Consultancy
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Company Profile / Our services

STARTUPS & 
INVESTMENTS

Business Plan
Feasibility Study
Business Incubation

TRAINING & 
COACHING 

General Business 
Management
Sales Techniques
Quality Management
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04
OUR
PARTNERS
PFC IS PROUD 
TO PARTNER WITH 
LEADING FIRMS 
ACROSS THE GLOBE.

Company Profile / Our partners

& PARTNERS
Talal Subah Alabdulla CONSULTANTS & AUDITORS
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Beirut Legal Advisors

Australia

Lebanon

Qatar

France KSAUAE
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05EXPERIENCE 
PFC 
WORLDWIDE

Company Profile / Experience PFC Worldwide
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PFC International 
@pfcinternational 
PFC International pf
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TOGETHER.

QA +97444422371
LB +9611998552 
AU +61410355424


